
“For all nations to reach for the Moon and beyond…”





Concept

The designs of Luna Aircraft vehicles are inspired by the Apollo 11 EMU helmet 
technical features, therefore associating itself with one of mankind's most 
memorable achievement: landing a man on the Moon. 

On July 20th 2029, to celebrate the 60th anniversary of Apollo 11 Moon-landing, 
Luna Aircraft introduces a space-bus vehicle to travel to the Moon: the “Lunaliner”.



Program

Dedicated to tourism in space, the EmDrive technology to propel the Lunaliner is of 
an electro-magnetic nature, does not require a launching pad, is no propellant-less, 
therefore being environmentally friendly, and bring a new paradigm in aerospace.

With current validated electro-magnetic engines, Lunaliner will cruise to the Moon in 
less than 40 hours with a crew of 8 astronauts, 2 pilots and 6 tourists. Its integrated 
Personal Space Vehicle (PSV) allows to swiftly tour the best locations on the Moon, 
including the Apollo missions landing sites. 



The Lunaliner main 
body can serve as 
the mission base, 
while its PSV, gives 
great flexibility to 
the astronauts in 
achieving their tasks 
around and on the 
Moon.

Cruise ship, base & scout-craft: all in one!



Personal Space Vehicle (PSV)

The PSV craft can host 
up to 3 persons, and has 
an autonomy of 1 hour. 



Moon flights program milestones

2029: Apollo 11 Lunaliner PSV test flight and Lunaliner mock-up presentation,
on July 20th 2029 at the 60th anniversary of Apollo 11 Moon-landing. 

2032: First test Moon-landing & first commercial Lunaliner Moon orbital flight. 
10 Moon missions will be completed by 2035 for the first 80 space tourists.

2035: Two monthly Moon flights with Moon-landing. Fleet of 4 Lunaliners.

2040: Weekly Moon flights. Fleet of 10 Lunaliners.



Personal Space Vehicle (PSV) in approach of a crater on the Moon prior to landing.



Business plan (1)

Luna Aircraft business model is in line with those of companies developing space 
tourism programs such as Virgin Galactic, Space Adventures, and SpaceX:
- For a LEO ride, Virgin Galactic offers a price tag of $250,000 while Space Adventures 
in competing in this category at around $100,000.
- For a lift to the ISS, Space Adventures, in cooperation with Roscosmos, the Russian 
space agency, has a price tag of up to $20 millions.
- For a non-stop orbital round-trip to the Moon, SpaceX has two passengers ready to 
participate in covering the expected $80 millions dollars budget.

Taking into account programs and market prices by current space tourism companies, 
Luna Aircraft positioned itself strongly with a “Round trip ticket to the Moon” at 
$10 millions for its first 60 customers, the “Founding Moon Flights Members”. That 
would lead to a $600 millions income over the first 3 years based on the “Moon flights 
program milestones” (see page above). Such figure serves as a Luna Business Plan base.

Still, all information are needed in regards to technical feasibilities, space flight license 
approval process, and partnerships agreements (propulsion, manufacturing, marketing, 
and operation), for Luna Aircraft to be able to finalize its BP and reach out for investors. 



Business plan (2)

Currently, the launching cost is what causes the financial burden of space tourism 
missions. With its electro-magnetic technology based EmDrive engines, the Lunaliner
craft does not have to account for such traditionally heavy launching costs, as it can 
take off vertically, safely and quietly to the Moon.

The Lunaliner development, manufacturing, testing, and mission planning costs will be 
covered with 3 sources of income:
a - Space tourism: with “A trip to the Moon!” at a price tag having the first 60 
customers, 10 Moon missions, recoup the initial investment by 2035 (based on BP). 
b - Sponsorships: numerous corporations from all range of activities, from aeronautics 
to car, to fashion, entertainment, toy, and others like the IT industry, will become 
licensees of this Moon tourism event, and enhance their brand in an unique way.
c - Private and public grants: in support of the Moon as a tourist destination, and of 
having mankind’s new generations think “Sky is not the limit!”.

Once the initial Lunaliner development costs are covered, the ticket price will drop 
and allow elderly, children, women and men from any social background to benefit 
the beauty of the sight of planet Earth from the Moon. 



Marketing & Flight (1) 

Moon Flight Reservation
Inspired by Pan Am Airways “Moon Flights” marketing program, Luna Aircraft with its 
Lunaliner model invite customers to register - free of charge - for this first commercial 
Moon space tourism experience. Reservations can be made online, and the enlisted 
clients will become members of the Luna “First Moon Flights” Club. A nominative card 
commemorating such Moon flight booking will be delivered to each member.

Flight/Fee
Once the time of the first Moon flight comes by 2035, those on the top of the 
reservation list will be contacted 6 months prior to launch, and, upon deposit and a 
financial statement proving the customer can pay for the flight, she or he will receive a 
boarding pass to the Moon. Half the fee shall be paid once the flight is confirmed by 
various authorities, and the other half upon returning to Earth after having orbited the 
Moon.

VR, Movie & Moon Flight Simulator
Lunaliner Moon Flight will be marketed via Virtual Reality Moon Flights Productions 
and the movie “Luna Aircraft”. The Moon Flight Simulator program to be launched for 
space tourism enthusiasts, and the next generation of Luna pilots.



Marketing & Flight (2) 



www.lunaaircraft.com


